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Introduction 
In our original application we proposed to investigate the possibility that there exists a 

cell in the blood that would home to sites of angiogeneis ^^odiin tumcnrs and could be used to 
deliver genes or radioisotopes to the tumor. Based upon a {published study from Dr. Jeifeiy 
bsner's lab (I) we speculated that fliere are CD34+ cells, or subsets of CD34+ cells, in 
peripheral blood lymphocytes (PBL) Aat have the propeily of heamopoeiteic pro^nitor cells 
that become incorporated into newly forming blood vessels. Since this study was first proposed 
diere have been studies fliat confirmed the existence of this cell (2,3) and other showing that this 
cell can be stahiy transfected and used to shuttle genes into in vivo systems (4,5). Our results 
show that CD34+ cells, isolated ftom PBL, will home to human tumors growii^ in SOD mice. 
Additionally, tiie in vitro manipulation of these cells, labeling viiA a lipid intercalating 
fluorescent dye, does not prevent their homing to tumors. Unfortunately, we have not been able 
to detemine the phenotype of the subset of CD34+ cells fiom PBL that are involved This study 
is now being expanded to incorporate new technologies that will allow us to grow specific 
subsets of CD34+ vascular endotfielial progenitor cells in vitro. These studies will give us 
enough cells of a specific subset to see if transfection with therapeutic genes will permit the 
homing of fte cells to growing tumors. 
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BODY 
We originally proposed to harvest CD34+ cells fiom a leukophoiesis. Access to this 

source of cells was denied by the IRB at MRMC We wer^ forced to snbsdtute CD34+ cell fiom 
leukopacks purchased from the Red Cross. Unfortunately, ^ number of CD34+ cells harvested 
fiom leukopacks is orders of magnitude less than we could have harvested fiom a leukophoresis, 
giving us only 2 to 4 xl 0* CD34+ cells/leukopack. After labeling with a fluorescent, lipophilic 
tracking dye, Dil, we recover only about I to 2 xlO* cells fi»m a leukopack. The labeled cells 
are then injected into SCED mice diat have growing breast cancer tumors; grown fiom the 
injection of the human breast cancer cell line, MDA-MB 23 L 

Initial attempts to exploit this model were unsuccessful We could not find any 
indications that labeled CD34+ cells had homed to tumors. We found very few labeled cells in 
tumors of mice that were injected with either CD34+ cells or CD34- cells. These tumors grew 
veiy slowly, taking as long as six weeks to become palpable, and we were conceaned fliat tfioe is 
limited angii^enesis in such slow growing tumors, ft was decided to try to itKrease tiie rate of 
tumor grovi^ and, hopefiilly, angiogenesis by depleting populations of active lyirqpihocytes. 
Although SCID mice do not produce significant populations of T-cells and B^»lls they do have 
Natural BCiller (NK) cells and NK cells also have anti-tumor activity. NK cells were, flieieforc, 
depleted by injecting anti-NK cell antibodies into flie mice before implantation of tibe breast 
earner tumors. Unfortunately, the tumors still did not grow very fast 

We then ran a series of experiments to determine if SOD mice mi^t have NKT cells 
and if these cells might have anti-tumor fimctions. NKT cell are a primitive lymphocjTte that has 
a T-cell receptor that recognizes CDl restricted lipid antigens and tiwy have both T-oell airi NK 
cell fimctions (6). We were surprised to find that there are significant numbers of NKT cells in 
SCID mice; cells that are CDS*^, CI>WCD8-and staining p(»itrvely for the NK cell marker 
CDl 61. We therefore modified our NK cell depletion by switch to an antibody that bin* a cell 
sur&ce protein on both NK cell and NKT cells; anti-IL-2 receptor p-chain. When mice were 
iigected with this antibody before tumor implantation bofli NNK cells and NKT cells were 
depleted and the tumors grew sigm'ficantiy faster. 

As the tumors grew fiuter we hoped for more blood vessel formation and better 
incoaporation of labels CD34+ cells into tumors. When tumors were about 4x4mm we injected 
Dil labeled cells. Approximately 2 to 4x10* cells were iryected IV into mice. Mice were 
injected with either CD34+ cells or CD34- cells. One week after injection of human 
iym^ocytes tumors were removed and sections wioie fixed or frozen for histological analysis, in 
tumois fiom mice injected with eitiwr CD34+ or CD34- cells we find labeled cells. Tumor fiom 
mice injected with CD34+ cell shows about three times more cells residing in the tumor. Figure 
I. 

It is of significant interest that labeled cells rcanain intact one wedc after injectioa. 
Remembering that one of our long range objectives is to deliver genes coding for therapeutic 
agents to tumors after transfection into CD34+ cells, it is inqperative ftiat the CD34+ not only 
home to tumors but that they rranain intact for some period of time. Future experimaats will 
investigate the longevity of CD34+ injected cells vnthia tumors. 

Attempts to sort phenotypic subsets of CD34+ cells were abandoned v«*en we were 
unable to recover a significant number of cells for in vivo assay. Phenotypes that are associated 
with endothelial progenitors have been described. CD34+ YEP in blood have been found to also 



express VEGFR-2 and AC133 as well as VE-cadherin, E-selectin and the chemokine receptor, 
CXC31-4 (7). They also share the endothelial TK receptor Flk-1 and Wv/F (8). When we tries to 
separate CD34+ subsets based upon these maikers we aidpi up withferto fewwlbtotiy to 
label and iigect 

We have not been able to coirelate the position of labeled CD34+ cells wiflrin growing 
tumors witfi vascular elements. Attempt to counter-stain tissue sections with fluorescent tagged 
antibodies, like CD31, have shown vascular elements but have failed to cleariy locate the 
injected CD34+ cells as components of blood vessels, hi foturc experiments we need to inject 
only flie subsets of CD34+ cells that are known to incorporate into newty forming vascular 
elements. Unfortunately isolating these rare cells frran PBL is probably not going to provide 
enough cells for in vivo experiments. 

Perhaps, more important is the presence oflabeledCD34+cells to other tissues. If we 
propose to use CD34+ cells to deliver therapeutic genes to tumors we do not want them to ^ to 
every other tissue as well. We failed to find sigm'ficant mimbars of labeled CD34+ cells in liver, 
lung intestine, skeletal muscle and skin. We did find CD34iT and CD34-cells in spleen. The 
numbers of labeled CD34+ and CD34- cells in flie spleen was approximate equal Therefore, we 
conclude Aat this is a non-specific event, tiiat the spleen is acting as a fitaar to accumulate the 
iryected cells. The total number of iiijected cell in the spleen was fer less than was seen in the 
tumor of mice iigected with CD34+ cells. This suggests sfflne tissue specificity for homing to 
tumors. 

The hypottiesis that there are CD34+cells in blood that can go to tumors seems to be 
valid. Sevwal oAer studies have recently defines vascular endothelial progenitor (VEP) cells 
within the peripheral blood CD34+ cells (23)- Unfortanately, VEP cells make up a very smafl 
percCTtage of the CD34+ cells found in peripheral blood, only dwut 0.4% to 0.2% of PBL 
having VEP phenotype. It seems advisable that fiiture work be done exclusively with these cells 
to determine their potential for delivering genes to blood vessels within tiimors. Howcvor, the 
small numbers of cells found in blood would make these experiments exttiemely difficult, even if 
we could start with a leukophoresis. To obviate Has problem we arc currently growing VEP 
cells in vitro. Techniques for expanding these cells in the presence of VEGF and bFGF have 
been reported (3,8,9) and we are currently repeating these experiments with the intention of 
testing die tumor homing cqjadty of these cells. 

We are encouraged to continue this work and are pesenfly iweparing a grant for siqjport 
of fiiture studies. The problems of ttie model have been solved and we can now grow human 
breast cancer tumors in SCID mice. Our experiments have also confirmed our hypothesis that 
fliere are CD34+ cells in blood fliat will home to tiimors. Future work will fust defir^ iB*ether 
the in vitro expanded VEP cells home to tumors. Vabaps most encouraging was the observation 
that CD34+ cell that home to tumors were intact one week after iryectiort This bodes well for 
using tiiese cells to deliver genes to tumors. Our next series of experimcmts will be to raise 
CD34+ VEP cells in vitro and to transfect them vnth a reporter gene; probably GFP. These cells 
will flien be injected into SCID mice vwth growing humari breast cancer tumors to see if fl^y 
will home to the tumor and continue to express the gene. If tibey do we will repeat the 
experiment transfecting the cells with a genes for the 11^12; a cytokine that we know has anti- 
tumor effects ^^len injected into tumors. 



KEY RESEARCH ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
1. Development of die tumor model and the dellniticBi of NK cells and NKT cells as having 

aiiti^umor function in SCID mice. By depleting tb^ IL-2 receptor P-chaini- NK cells and 
NKT cells we are now able to grow human tumors i&ster and, as a result, increase 
angiogenesis. This has allowed increased incorpmatiaii of vascular endodielial 
progenitors into tfie tumor, making evaluation of our experiments easier. 

2. Altfaou^ we have not been able to define Ihe phenotype of (he CD34+ cell in blood that 
home to tumors, our study sujpports the presence of such a cell 

3. CD34+cells that home to tumors remain in Ae tumor, aqiJpaicntly intact, for at least a 
week. This encourages future studies that these cells can be used to deliver genes to 
tomors. 

REPORTABLE OUTCOMES 
1. We are preparing an abstract for submission to the 2003 AACR meeting. 
2. The presence of NKT cell in SCID mice that influence tumor growth has not preidously 

been reported 

CONCLUSIONS 
We can demonstrate that there is aCD34+ cell in blood that appears to home to breast 

cancer tumors. These cells reside intact within the tumor envinwament for at least a week. 
These resuhs arc consistent with our model for deliveiy of graies or imaging enhancmg agents to 
tumors. Our firture work, currently underway, will grow large numbers of a defined vascular 
CTdothelial pro^nitor cell m vitro for use in tiiis modeL These cells will be transfected with a 
reporter gene or, in later stodies, with a cytokine gene before iiyection. We hope to show that 
genes can be delivered to tumors. 

'^ w^iat"; in clinical trials unrelated to this study we have recently shown ftat Ae 
injection of GM-CSF into tumors, including breast cancer tumors, wttl result in tumor tE^ression 
(10). This is clim'cal proof that the maintenance of immune activation cytokines within tumor 
has flierapeutic effects. Our clinical trial showed that tumors need to be iryected daity for 
several weeks, however, while oicouraging, not all tumcns can be injected. Delivery of gaies to 
tumors via a CD34+ cell that homes to tumors is an attemative to direct tumor injection and 
mi^t someday be a viable climcal option for treatment of currently untreatable disease. 
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Figure 1. Two computesr generated images taken under a fluorescent 
microscope of MDA-MB 231 tumors one week after injection of CD34- cells, 
on the left, or CD34+ cells, on the right, that had been labeled with Dil. The tumor injected with CD34+ cells has 
many more identifiable Dil labeled cells and the high 
background fluorescence suggests that there are more labeled cells below 
the plane of focus. 


